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Abstract
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) affects millions of individuals in the United States,
with 1 in 68 American children currently diagnosed. Individuals with ASD exhibit
profound planning deficits, in both motor and language. This study considers how
anodal transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS)—which passes a weak electrical
current between two electrodes and facilitates neuronal activity—might be used as
a novel rehabilitation technique for children with ASD. Anodal tDCS has been shown
to improve motor planning in neurotypical individuals and has been implicated in
improving grammar acquisition in children with ASD. Three minimally verbal children
with diagnosed or suspected ASD received a low current intensity of tDCS (0.4 mA)
for a long duration (90 minutes). Children completed reaction time, balance, and
fine motor skill planning tasks before and after receiving tDCS. During stimulation,
participants engaged in combined speech/occupational therapy activities. Data
collection is limited because of the difficulties in testing this population. However,
observations from work have indicated that tDCS is feasible in children with ASD, and
tDCS is potentially capable of inducing long-lasting improvements in motor planning
and grammar use in children with ASD.
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Introduction
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) affects millions of individuals
in the United States—current predictions estimate that 1 in 68
American children have ASD [1]. Individuals with ASD exhibit
profound planning deficits, in both motor and language [2] and
there is some indication that therapeutic tools can be useful in
improving deficits [3, 4]. While diagnostic criteria for ASD include
generally impaired speech development and difficulties with both
verbal and nonverbal communication [5], motor abnormalities
have also recently become another widely recognized component
of the disorder [6]. Decrements in motor and communication
abilities can contribute to poor school performance, negative peer
interactions, and difficulties finding and keeping jobs, indicating
a pressing need to develop effective therapies to address these
deficits [7]. This study investigated how a form of noninvasive

brain stimulation, transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS),
might be an effective tool to improve both motor and language
abilities in this population when used in conjunction with typical
therapeutic interventions.

Motor planning deficits
Although some controversy persists, motor deficits in ASD are
more heavily associated with motor planning (i.e., the ability to
organize/sequence actions), as opposed to motor ideation (i.e.,
developing a concept about how to move) or motor execution
(i.e., actually completing the movement) [6, 8, 9]. Motor planning
begins before the action is initiated, but continues to control
action during the movement, correcting errors and assessing
whether the end goal is achieved [10].
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In general, children with ASD tend to demonstrate greater
“clumsiness,” and reduced motor coordination during both
upper and lower extremity tasks [8]. Children with ASD find more
difficulty planning their actions during drawing tasks [6] and
are less likely to express end-state comfort tendencies (i.e., the
idea that an individual will begin an action in an uncomfortable
position if that allows them to end the task in a more comfortable/
functional position) than neurotypical children [9]. Children with
ASD also express slower reaction times (RT) and movement times
(MT) during reaching movements when compared to neurotypical
children [11-13].
Children with ASD find difficulty considering an entire action
instead of just the next step. For instance, typically developing
children show activation of the muscles required to open the
mouth a few hundred milliseconds before picking up a piece
of food (indicating their clearly planned intentions to grasp
the piece of food, move it towards their mouth, and consume
it) [14]. However, children with ASD do not show activation of
mouth muscles until the food is actually waiting outside their
mouth—suggesting that, although children with ASD are aware
of their intention to eat the food, they are not able to translate
this intention into a motor sequence that is fully planned out
ahead of time [14]. Similarly, children with ASD are less likely to
change their movement speed when placing a block into a small
vs. a large container, implying that these children experience
difficulties taking their final goal account before starting an action
[15].
These motor abnormalities seem to appear within the first
two years of life, even before the emergence of social and
communication difficulties, indicating the potential major role
of motor in ASD [16-18]. Motor deficiencies clearly translate to
decreased interactions with one’s physical and social world, which
can be incredibly detrimental during the critical developmental
period of the first two years of life [19]. Thus for those with ASD,
focusing on motor control in addition to other deficits may lead
to less impairment later in life [7].

Neural correlates of motor planning
Various cortical areas and subcortical areas comprise the
corticostriatal tracts involved in generating, planning, and
executing motor behaviors. In particular, the supplementary
motor area (SMA) is suspected to be highly involved in producing
both simple and complex motor behaviors, including involvement
in action sequencing (e.g., a person deciding to turn their
hand before vs. after picking up a small object), learning (e.g.,
becoming more accurate at a novel balance task), the executive
control of movement (e.g., monitoring for errors and “tuning
out” distraction from the environment), and language acquisition
(e.g., learning correct grammar use) [20-23].
The SMA is functionally connected with other frontal regions
(e.g., primary motor cortex, premotor cortex, and somatosensory
area) [24, 25] in addition to subcortical areas via frontal-basal
ganglia (BG) pathways (i.e., corticostriatal pathways) [20].
Thus, the significant role of the SMA and its pathways in motor
planning make it a potential effective target for motor therapeutic
interventions.
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While the reasoning behind why those with ASD tend to express
deficient motor planning abilities remains unclear [8], possible
explanations include decreased connectivity of the motor
execution network [26], as well as abnormal transmission in
the serotonergic, dopaminergic, and gamma-amino butyric acid
(GABA)ergic systems [27]. Interestingly, structural imaging studies
suggest that those with ASD actually have a larger total brain,
cerebellar, and caudate nucleus volume; however, the corpus
callosum area appears to be reduced in this population, which
would decrease interhemispheric communication and could
contribute to some of the motor deficits [28, 29]. Abnormalities
of BG, thalamus, and SMA functioning have also been suggested
as possible sources of motor decrements in ASD [28].

Grammar deficits
About 20 percent of children with ASD are effectively non-verbal,
using less than five words per day [30]. However, language
difficulties in ASD appear to be heavily related to grammar
abnormalities, while vocabulary/lexical knowledge is less
impaired or even enhanced in those with ASD [2, 31, 32]. For
instance, children with ASD tend to use less syntactic complexity
compared to children with other developmental disabilities and
their typically developing peers [33, 34]. Children with ASD also
sometimes omit definite articles (e.g., “the”) [35, 36] and are
also more likely than their peers to omit inflectional morphemes
while speaking (e.g., saying walk instead of walking) [35, 36].
Individuals with ASD sometimes compensate for their grammar
deficits through heavier reliance on memorization [2]. Those
with ASD often rely on “formulas” to communicate, storing
prefabricated phrases as whole entities instead of crafting
grammatically varying sentences while speaking [2, 37, 38].
For instance, a child with ASD might use “you’re welcome”
inappropriately as a general response to others. Individuals with
ASD also often display difficulty with pronouns (e.g., saying “You
want to go outside” to convey their own desires).

Neural correlates of language planning
Many structures are involved in the production of language,
including the Broca’s area, as well as the supramarginal
gyrus, anterior insula, cerebellum, premotor area, primary
somatosensory area, and the thalamus [39]. Broca’s area is known
to play a substantial role in the planning of speech [39], in the
serial processing of language [40, 41], and in one’s ability to listen
to and comprehend language [42]. Additionally, recent functional
imaging studies have identified other roles of Broca’s area not
specifically related to speech [40], including involvement in the
“mirror neuron system,” which allows individuals to recognize and
imitate the actions of others [43], and motor ideation, planning
[44], and action execution [45].
Broca’s area has recently been associated with corticostriatal
pathways, including a pathway that originates in posterior Broca’s
area and converges on the anterior putamen of the BG [46].
Moreover, posterior Broca’s area possesses functional connections
with the SMA, a region highly implicated in sequencing/planning
motor behaviors [39, 47]. Thus, the involvement of Broca’s area
in these pathways indicates its potential role in sequencing/
planning for both speech and non-speech behaviors. These roles
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make Broca’s area a promising target for language (and possibly
also non-verbal motor) therapeutic interventions.

Declarative vs. procedural memory
The abilities to produce both motor behaviors and language rely
on two major memory systems—the declarative and procedural
systems. The declarative memory system allows humans to
learn, represent, and use knowledge about facts (i.e., “semantic
knowledge”) and personal experiences (“episodic knowledge”)
[48-50], storing almost exclusively explicit knowledge, which
allows us to remember the capital of Wisconsin and what was for
dinner last night [50]. The hippocampus and nearby structures
in the medial temporal lobe are crucial for learning and storing
new declarative memories [50]. Portions of the inferior frontal
cortex (Brodmann area 45 and 47), portions of the BG that likely
project to these frontal areas, and the cerebellum are necessary
for selecting, retrieving, and searching for these memories.
The procedural memory system subserves the ability to learn
novel and control well-established cognitive and perceptualmotor skills (e.g., riding a bike or typing) [2, 50, 51]. The procedural
memory system is particularly implicated in learning new rules
and sequences, in non-language tasks and in learning the rules
of grammar [2]. This type of learning requires repeated exposure
to stimuli (i.e., practice), but the learning and retrieving of this
knowledge are not accessible to the conscious memory [50].
Procedural memory relies on frontal-BG circuits. In particular,
in the frontal cortex, pre-SMA, SMA, and Broca’s area appear
to play a large role [2] and possess functional connections with
the BG [50]. The BG, especially the caudate nucleus, seems to be
important in acquiring new procedures, while the frontal regions
appear to be important for processing these procedures once
they have become learned/automatic [50]. The cerebellum and
the inferior parietal cortex are also associated with the procedural
memory system [52, 53].
The declarative and procedural systems “work together” while
learning new knowledge and skills. The declarative system can
function in the initial acquisition of knowledge to learn explicit
sequences and rules (e.g., the steps to serve a tennis ball), while
the procedural system more gradually learns complementary
knowledge with practice (e.g., the subconscious information one
uses to coordinate both arms during a serve) [50].

Declarative vs. procedural memory in language
Declarative memory underlies the explicit portion of language—
the “mental lexicon”—or the innate mental dictionary that
includes word-specific knowledge, including simple words (e.g.,
the arbitrary sound-meaning pairings between “cat” and furry
four-legged mammals), irregular word forms, and syntax (i.e., the
rules of grammar) [50]. Procedural memory is associated with
“mental grammar,” or the regularities of language—the rules that
govern how lexical forms and other smaller units of language can
combine in the correct sequences and hierarchy to represent
complex ideas [2, 50]. Procedural memory aides in the implicit
use of the rules that one has learned, including rules about
syntax (e.g., “The dog bit the man” vs. “The man bit the dog”),
morphology (e.g., jump±ed=jumped), and the sound patterns of
words (e.g., c+a+t=cat) [2, 50].
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License
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Abnormalities of the procedural memory system
in ASD
Various abnormal motor and language behaviors often noted in
those with ASD indicate dysfunction in various structures and
pathways of the procedural memory system. For instance, when
trying to learn sequential, multi-step motor skills, individuals
with ASD tend to perform much worse than when they are
learning simple tasks (e.g., finger tapping) and in comparison to
neurotypical controls [54]. Additionally, some individuals with
ASD also show hypokinetic (slow) movements, similar to those
with Parkinson’s disease [55, 56], and ASD is associated with
unsuppressed movements (tics and stereotyped movements)
[57]. Both of these symptoms implicate abnormalities of the
BG, which is a primary structure associated with the procedural
memory system.
With regards to language, individuals with ASD experience
difficulty trying to learn the correct sequence/hierarchy for
arranging words in a sentence [58, 59]. During a visual sentence
comprehension task, adults with ASD showed less fMRI
activation than age-matched controls in three areas related to
the procedural memory system—the left inferior frontal gyrus
(i.e., Broca’s area), in addition to less activation in the left lateral/
medial premotor cortex and the pre-SMA/SMA [60]. Similarly,
during a positron emission tomography (PET) study of auditory
comprehension, subjects with ASD showed reduced activation
in Broca’s area and in two nuclei of the BG, suggesting possible
abnormally decreased frontal-BG connectivity in ASD [61].
Subjects in this study also showed reduced activation between
the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and the right
dentate nucleus of the cerebellum, indicating abnormal frontalcerebellar circuitry in ASD as well [61].
Moreover, during neuroimaging studies of grammar processing,
individuals with ASD showed both reduced activation and volume
in structures of the procedural memory system and increased
activation and volume in structures related to declarative memory
processes—indicating the compensation that is occurring [37].

The procedural deficit hypothesis in ASD
The Procedural Deficit Hypothesis (PDH) represents a synthesis
of this behavioral and neuroimaging data, suggesting that these
abnormalities of the frontal-BG and frontal-cerebellar circuits
that subserve the procedural memory system account for the
apparent deficits in grammar (but not lexical knowledge) and
difficulties with motor planning (especially for highly sequenced
motor tasks) that are often seen in ASD [2, 50]. The PDH predicts
dysfunction in these circuits in ASD, across multiple channels,
although the same channels might not be affected across all
individuals, accounting for the heterogeneity seen among those
with ASD [62]. Thus, an intervention that targets the cortical/
subcortical areas associated with the procedural memory system
should be effective in addressing both the motor planning and
grammar deficits in ASD.

tDCS
A form of noninvasive brain stimulation, transcranial direct
current stimulation (tDCS) passes a weak electrical current
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between two electrode sponges, the anode and cathode, placed
on the subject’s scalp [63]. Anodal tDCS transiently facilitates
(i.e., depolarize) and cathodal stimulation defacilitates (i.e.,
hyperpolarizes) neuronal resting membrane potential without
actually inducing action potentials [63, 64]. Moreover, imaging
studies using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) have
indicated that tDCS is capable of reaching subcortical areas [65].
Anodal tDCS may be applied to a specific cortical area to improve
the functional connectivity of a given pathway and elicit behavioral
changes, such as improvements in motor [66, 67], cognitive [68],
and speech [4] abilities. While anodal tDCS to the primary motor
cortex produces positive motor learning [66-72], very few studies
have examined whether tDCS can influence planning for motor
or language.
Stimulation of the SMA has been suggested as a means to
improve the efficiency of motor planning processes. Anodal tDCS
to the SMA resulted in improved performance on a visumotor
pinch force task [23], faster premotor reaction time [3], and
earlier movement initiation/decreased inhibition abilities during
a wrist flexion RT task [73].
Similarly, tDCS to Broca’s area has been suggested for improving
language planning. Anodal tDCS to Broca’s area during the
acquisition phase of an artificial grammar task enhances learning/
performance [74]. Similarly, anodal tDCS to Broca’s has also been
shown to enhance verbal fluency (both phonemic and semantic
fluency) in healthy adults [14].
A few studies have examined tDCS in participants with ASD to
address social withdrawal [75] and theory of mind abilities—
indicating the feasibility of applying tDCS to this population [76].
Only one study has investigated the effect of tDCS on language in
ASD, finding improvements after anodal tDCS to the DLFPC [4].
Despite this lack of research, tDCS should be particularly
beneficial for those with ASD. Decreased production of GABA
and glutamate, as well as dysfunctional GABA receptors, has
been found in those with ASD [77]. As tDCS is hypothesized to
influence both neurotransmitters, tDCS could help to normalize
the glutamatergic and GABAergic systems in these subjects [77].
Moreover, a significant body of literature has noted abnormal
connectivity in multiple pathways in those with ASD, including
decreased functional connectivity in self-representation circuitry,
reward circuitry, social brain pathways, the imitation network,
the salience pathways, and in motor control networks [26, 28].
As tDCS is hypothesized to affect functional connectivity via a
long-term potentiation-like mechanism, this could address low
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connectivity in the motor and language planning pathways of
those with ASD in a lasting manner.

Questions
No studies to date have tested whether anodal tDCS might
concomitantly facilitate both motor planning and language
abilities in children with ASD. How might anodal tDCS to improve
grammar acquisition affect motor behaviors in children with ASD?

Methods
Participants
This study has included three children (Table 1). Data collection
was conducted at the Charlotte, North Carolina branch of the
Center for Medical and Brain Sciences. The children involved
with this study were being treated by a clinician for grammar
acquisition and language problems. The children tested were
minimally verbal and had parent-reported ASD, Pervasive
Development Disorder, Not Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS), or
suspected ASD. Each participant had received tDCS and speech/
occupational therapy as a treatment intervention every 6-8
weeks for at least 18 months before participating in testing so all
subjects were very familiarized with tDCS, the clinician, and the
testing location.
When families agreed to participate in the study, the parent or
caregiver completed a consent form, health history questionnaire,
and consent form. The child provided assent. This study was
approved by the Institutional Review Board and performed in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

tDCS
Stimulation was delivered to participants using a Dupel
iontophoresis device (Empi Inc.). Two electrode sponges (each 25
cm2, Amrex) saturated with sterile saline (0.9% NaCl) were placed
on the scalp.
In an effort to not disrupt the typical therapy that children were
receiving, the location of tDCS was noted but not controlled.
This was determined by the physician delivering the therapy,
based on each child’s mood and current behaviors. Two children
received anodal tDCS to the DLPFC, and one child received tDCS
to the SMA as well as the left supraorbital area (Table 2). The
cathode was used as a reference lead and placed over the right
supraorbital area for all participants.
Participants received 0.4 mA of current, which resulted in a charge
density of 0.096 C/cm2 at the active electrode for approximately

Table 1 Child demographics, diagnoses, and motor concerns.
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Participant

Age

Male 1

7 yr,
3 months

Male 2

6 yr,
4 months

Male 3

7 yr,
11 months

Diagnoses

Clinical Concerns about Motor

Clinical Concerns about Language
Able to be understood; difficulty pronouncing
ASD, Apraxia,
words, characteristic of speech apraxia;
Difficulty with fine motor skills; clumsy
ADHD
grammar difficulties (e.g., difficulty using
pronouns and articles correctly) V
PDD-NOS or
Difficulty with fine motor skills (e.g., writing
Non-verbal; unable to speak intelligible
suspected ASD; and sign language); weak core muscles, some
words; uses some sign language; tries
Visually impaired
difficulty with gross motor balance tasks
speaking when prompted
Difficulty applying appropriate amount
PDD-NOS and
Very little spontaneous speech; will
of force; difficulty manipulating objects;
ASD
sometimes mimic others speaking
decreased overall strength
This article is available in: http://childhood-developmental-disorders.imedpub.com/archive.php
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Table 2 tDCS parameters.
Participant

Length of time subject has been
treated approx. every 3 months
with tDCS

Male 1

18 months

Male 2
Male 3

28 months
54 months

85 minutes and a total dosage of about 40 mA·min, which is well
within safe limits and reached the target current density for each
child for that therapeutic session [78, 79]. We chose to utilize a
lower current intensity (0.4 mA) than is employed in most tDCS
protocols, but for a longer duration of time (up to 85 minutes in
a single session) paired with motor/language training to increase
the likelihood of producing lasting behavioral benefits [80-82].
Additionally, as external sensations (e.g., itching and tingling)
are often detectable by participants at current intensities greater
than 0.4 mA [82], we used a lower current intensity to maximize
tolerability in individuals with ASD who might be hypersensitive
to external stimuli.
Systematic investigations of the behavioral effects of tDCS have
been conducted for at least the past 40 years [83]. Protocols for
administering tDCS have been comprehensively investigated,
and side effects from stimulation are limited to a mild tingling
sensation, itching, and fatigue [67, 84]. Only a transient minimal
superficial external integumentary physical risk to participants
existed, and participants and their parents were fully informed of
these risks before beginning the study.

Anode Location
Left Low SMA,
Left Mid SMA,
Left Supraorbital
Left DLPFC
Left High DLPFC

Cathode Location

Total Dosage

Right Supraorbital

38.6 mA·min

Right Supraorbital
Right Supraorbital

40 mA·min
40 mA·min

end-state comfort), the number of blocks they were able to
successfully place into the slots, and time taken to complete the
board.

Reaction time
RT measures included a simple reaction time (SRT) and choice
reaction time (CRT) task using a MOART Reaction Time and
Movement Time Panel (Lafayette Instruments) (Figure 2). Both
RT and MT were recorded for each task. During the SRT task,
after hearing an auditory stimulus and seeing the stimulus light
turn red, participants were instructed to remove their finger from
the home key (SRT) and touch a target directly in front of them
(MTSRT) as quickly as possible.
During the CRT task, participants also heard an auditory stimulus
and saw the stimulus light turn red, after which they removed
their finger from the home key (CRT) and subsequently touched
whichever of two targets lit up red as quickly as possible (MTCRT).
One target was situated on the ipsilateral side to the individual’s
dominant hand, and the other target was on situated on the

Motor planning tests
Subjects completed multiple motor planning tasks of varying
complexity to assess their fine and gross motor skills. The tasks
were designed to be age-appropriate for children.

Balance course
Subjects were instructed to walk across a curved balance beam
(BSN Gymnastics) in addition to stepping on six raised “river
Figure 1 (Left) Balance obstacle course. Time to complete,
stones” (Gonge) as part of a balance obstacle course (Figure 1).
compliance with the task, and errors were noted. (Right)
Children were asked to perform a tandem walk across the balance
Block board task consisting of 25 slots positioned different
beam—placing one foot in front of the other and attempting to
angles. Grip used, number of successful lots, and time to
have the toes of the back foot touching the heel of the front foot
complete the board were recorded.
at each step. Video footage of performance was recorded for
pathway/target
later analysis. Variables of interest included total time taken
to for SRT. Gray arrows indicate the two possible targets for CRT.
complete the task, number of mistakes (e.g., stepping off of the
beam; not placing one foot directly in front of the other), and
effectiveness of the child’s strategy used to complete the task
(e.g., extending the arms for balance).

Block board task
Children were instructed to insert 25 wooden blocks of the same
size and shape into slots positioned at different orientations on
a raised board (Figure 1). Participants were videotaped while
performing this task to use for later analysis. Variables of interest
included the effectiveness of the grip that children used when
picking up the blocks (i.e., whether the grip was consistent with
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License

Figure 2 MOART reaction time and movement time panel
(Lafayette Instruments). Black arrow indicates pathway/
target for SRT. Gray arrows indicate the two possible
targets for CRT.
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contralateral side. Both tasks included delays of between one
and four seconds between each subsequent stimulus to make the
stimulus timing unpredictable.
Participants performed five practice trials in order to familiarize
them with the tasks [85] followed by (an attempted) 30 recorded
trials for both SRT and CRT. Stickers were placed on the board to
clarify the appropriate targets for each task (e.g., “Start at the
airplane’s button and touch the train’s button as fast as you can
when you hear the beep”).

Experimental design
Children completed the motor tasks for about 15 minutes. They
then received their defined treatment of tDCS. During tDCS, they
received an occupational therapy/speech therapy intervention
delivered by a physician that lasted about 85 minutes. The
intervention focused on practicing grammar while engaging
in active motor activities (e.g., playing in a ball pit, sliding and
swinging on a playground, and playing basketball). After tDCS,
children performed the same motor tasks again.

Results
All children tolerated the tDCS well. However, overall, children
did not cooperate well with the tasks. Thus, primarily behavioral/
observational data was recorded. In general, children appeared
to exhibit superior direction-following behaviors, improved
attention to the tasks, and greater proficiency on the tasks
following tDCS. Child behaviors and performance on the tasks are
described in Tables 3-6.

Discussion/Conclusion
After 85 minutes of tDCS to the SMA and/or DLPFC during
combined speech therapy, children with ASD performed relatively
better on some parameters of motor planning tasks. All three
children successfully completed either the same percentage or
more SRT and CRT trials after tDCS. Two of the children had a
faster SRT after tDCS, and one child had a faster CRT (and one
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child who refused to try the CRT task before tDCS was able to
successfully complete the task after stimulation). Two of the
children were more proficient at the balance task after tDCS; the
child who performed worse appeared to be exhausted after his
therapy, which may have contributed to his worse performance
after tDCS. Each child performed more independently on the
block board task and showed a greater tendency towards using
functional end-state comfort grips after tDCS, and the child who
gave up before completing all 25 blocks before tDCS was able to
successfully finish the task during the post-test.
tDCS may have generally helped improve children’s focus on
the tasks and overall performance via enhancing functional
connectivity of the frontal-BG pathways, including pathways
subserving attention and motor, and thus enhance functionality
of the potentially dysfunctional procedural memory system in
ASD. Additionally, for the child who received tDCS to the SMA,
tDCS might have specifically depolarized neurons associated with
the SMA to speed up planning calculations [63, 64], and improved
functional connectivity of the SMA’s pathways, cortico-cortico
connectivity between the SMA and the primary motor cortex,
corticostriatal connections, and SMA-cerebellum connectivity to
result in better performance of motor behaviors after stimulation
[20, 24, 65, 63, 86].
Thus, the observations of this study suggest that: (1) Applying
tDCS to children with ASD is feasible; (2) These motor tasks can
be used to provide behavioral/observational data but not reliable
quantitative measures of motor planning abilities in children with
ASD; (3) tDCS combined with language/motor therapy appears
to be at least somewhat beneficial for improving motor planning
performance in children with ASD who demonstrate clinical
motor deficits.

Limitations and future directions
This study faced multiple limitations. A sham (placebo) condition
could not be tested on this population because children were
receiving tDCS as a therapeutic intervention, and we did not

Table 3 Child behaviors during SRT task before and after receiving tDCS.

Participant

SRT (Before tDCS)

Male 1

-Completed 13/20
(65%) of trials
attempted

Male 2

-Average SRT: 420
ms
-Completed 7/20
(35%) of trials
attempted

Male 3

-Average SRT: 572
ms
-Completed
17/30 (57%) trials
attempted
-Average SRT: 452
ms

6

SRT (After tDCS)
-Completed 6/10 (60%) of trials attempted

Behavior Notes
-Difficulty understanding task at first

-Average SRT: 471 ms

-Became frustrated and tired by the end of
testing after tDCS

-Completed 12/30 (40%)

-Very clear on the task directions

of trials attempted

-May have had difficulty seeing the board
with visual problems

-Average SRT: 548 ms
-Completed 12/20 (60%) trials attempted
-Average SRT: 446 ms

-Understood the RT part of the task well,
difficulty with completing MT
-Distracted during the first few trials of
post-tDCS test, but performance improved
once the subject was focused

This article is available in: http://childhood-developmental-disorders.imedpub.com/archive.php
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Table 4 Child behaviors during CRT task before and after receiving tDCS.
Participant

CRT (Before tDCS)

Male 1

-Did not complete any trials before tDCS
(0%)

Male 2

-Completed 9/20 (45%) of trials attempted
-Average CRT: 722 ms

Male 3

-Completed 10/20 (50%) of trials
attempted
-Average CRT: 407 ms

CRT (After tDCS)
-Completed 10/10 (100%) of trials
attempted
-Average CRT: 347 ms
-Completed 13/30 (43%) of trials
attempted
-Average CRT: 416 ms
-Completed 20/30 (67%) of trials
attempted
-Average CRT: 487 ms

Behavior Notes
-Frustrated after the first SRT trials, so the
subject did not complete any CRT trials
before tDCS
-Would switch which finger he was using
-After tDCS, significantly more accurate
responses and followed directions better
-After tDCS, the subject sustained
attention to the task much better

Table 5 Child behaviors during balance task before and after receiving tDCS.
Participant

Male 1

Balance (Before tDCS)
-Difficulty completing task independently before tDCS

Balance (After tDCS)
-Generally more proficient at the task after tDCS

-Fell off the balance beam multiple times

-Fell off of the balance beam fewer times

-Used a nearby table for assistance

-Used the nearby table for assistance fewer times

-Did not attempt a correct tandem walk on the balance beam

-Attempted a tandem walk on the balance beam more often

-Not focused on the task

-Greater focus on the task
-Overall less proficient at the task after tDCS

-Decently proficient on the task before tDCS

-Some shuffling steps

-Side-shuffled across the balance beam at first

Male 2

-Walked independently, but too quickly across the balance beam

-Walked independently for a portion of the balance beam

-Fell off of the balance beam multiple times

-Used some assistance for balance

-Did not experiment with the river stones

-Experimented with stepping on the river stones

-Distracted, fatigued, and not focused on task, so did not have any
successful trials on the task after tDCS
-Slightly more proficient at the task after tDCS
-Independently walked across the balance beam multiple times

-Decently proficient on the task before tDCS
-Independently walked across the balance beam on the first trial

-Engaged in a tandem walk with one foot in front of the other
multiple times
-Walked across the balance beam proficiently three times
-Did not try stepping on river stones

want to disrupt their usual treatment. For future investigation, a
sham stimulation condition. As well as neurotypical age-matched
controls, should be considered to be included. All three children
likely also exhibited a learning effect in the post-test, so a placebocontrolled study would be required to separate the learning
effect from the tDCS effect. We did try to control for this as much
as possible with familiarization trials before collecting data.
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License

-Took more appropriately-sized steps
-Similarly proficient at completing a tandem walk across the
balance beam before vs. after tDCS

-Took very large steps at first
Male 3

-Not successful at a tandem walk across the balance beam

-Able to put one foot directly in front of the other in a tandem
walk during some steps on the balance beam

-Able to complete the task proficiently and independently
multiple times until asked to stop
-Experimented with stepping on the river stones
-The task may have been too easy for this child; greater
performance differences may have been observed with a more
challenging balance taks

Children also did not enjoy completing the tasks. The balance task
was not difficult for most of the children; if the balance beam had
been raised higher off the ground, this might have encouraged
children to proceed more carefully across the beam and follow
directions better. The block task was not rewarding to participants
and somewhat confusing; we would suggest looking for motor
planning in their self-directed play which may include this board
or other activities they enjoy. Telling them what to do and how
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Table 6 Child behaviors during a block board (fine motor planning) task before and after receiving tDCS.
Participant Block Board (Before tDCS)
-Frustrated/less proficient with the task before tDCS

Male 1

-Completed 8/25 blocks independently

-Completed 25/25 blocks (but not in order)

-Only placed blocks into slots in the last two rows instead of
using all 25 slots

-Repeated some slots multiple times instead of using all 25 slots

-Used both hands to help him manipulate the blocks instead
of only his dominant hand
-Did not use many end-state comfort grips

-Used both hands, but was able to manipulate the blocks faster/more
effectively than before tDCS
-More tendency towards end-state comfort grips
-Eventually became frustrated with the task, but overall followed
directions much better

-Became frustrated and non-compliant quickly
-Generally proficient before tDCS

-Faster and more proficient after tDCS

-Completed 25/25 blocks in order
Male 2

Block Board (After tDCS)
-Generally more proficient after tDCS

-Used two hands on every trial to manipulate the blocks
-Performed task relatively quickly, became more efficient as
the task progressed
-Followed directions well about which slot should be next;
however, did not decide which slot to do next independently
*Possible difficulty seeing the board (vision impairment)—
relied on peripheral vision

-Completed 25/25 blocks in order
-Correctly followed directions to use only one hand to manipulate each
block
-Completed the task faster after tDCS; used more frequent end-state
comfort grips
-Still needed some prompting about which slot should be next, but
completed most blocks independently

-Generally proficient before tDCS
-Faster and more proficient after tDCS

-Completed 25/25 blocks in order
-Experienced difficulty turning the blocks correctly at the
beginning of the task
Male 3

-Slower and did not show much tendency towards using an
end-state comfort grip
-Required guidance for each block about which slot to use
next

-Completed 25/25 blocks in order
-Able to turn all blocks independently to the correct direction
-Quickly completed multiple blocks using an end-state comfort grasp
-Able to independently determine which slot to use next
-Worked well on the task with the his father’s encouragement

-Became frustrated at first and lacked focus

many was not motivating even for rewards. Children found the
RT task monotonous and not rewarding; however to get a viable
measure needs this type of task and equipment. We suggest
having a different task they can complete on a tablet device may
have encourage children to consider the task as more of a video
game, resulting in higher levels of engagement. Assessing motor
planning through RT tasks may not be feasible in this population.
Finally, it may be helpful for parents, not researchers, to provide
the instructions to their child to create the best chances of the
child understanding and complying with the task.
Future studies should also potentially focus on collecting more
formalized behavioral observations instead of using tasks
that require a high level of direction-following and sustained
attention, as these types of tasks are less representative of
children’s true functional language and motor abilities. Behavioral
observation could include assessing children before, during, and
after tDCS on the amount of spontaneous speech—particularly

8

correct grammar—they produce, as well as their proficiency
at voluntarily completing complex motor tasks (e.g., assessing
children’s balance while walking across a seesaw in a playground,
but only if they choose to do so themselves, instead of specifically
instructing them to walk across a balance beam).
Moreover, future studies should focus primarily on stimulation of
the SMA and Broca’s area, as these regions are heavily implicated
in procedural learning and planning for motor and speech, and
these regions might express reduced functional connectivity
in ASD [2, 22]. Had we applied tDCS specifically to these areas
(instead of the areas determined by the physician and consistent
with the child’s typical therapy), we might have seen more specific
benefits to motor planning instead of more general behavioral
improvements.
Future investigations will also emphasize combined motor and

This article is available in: http://childhood-developmental-disorders.imedpub.com/archive.php
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speech tasks. For instance, one task might include giving a child
blocks that have components of a sentence (e.g., a subject, verb,
or article) written on them. Children will then need to arrange the
blocks in the correct order to produce a functional sentence and
place these blocks into slots on a board at varying angles. This will
thus test both grammar abilities (i.e., placing blocks in the correct
sequence) and motor planning (i.e., using the correct approach
to each slot for end-state comfort). Additional studies should also
focus on a long-term intervention and observe variations between

© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License

2016
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stimulating Broca’s area vs. the SMA on planning abilities in both
grammar and motor.
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